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Summary

Introduction

Distance education is a mode of education in which students and teacher are not

present in the same classroom. This method was already used a long time ago in United

States in 1728. When teacher Caleb Phillips was trying to find interested people to send

them the course: “The Short Hand” by correspondence weekely [1, 2]. This method was

called correspondence education and was formalised in 1840 in Great Britain where

professor Isaac Pitman taught shorthand by correspondence through the “Phonografic

Corresponding Society” [3, 4]. From then until 1950 several universities decided to

integrate the correspondence education in their programs. This period is known as the

first generation of distance education.

After 1950, correspondence education began to be replaced for technological advan-

ces (radio, television and telephone communication). For example, in 1965 the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin taught courses based on telephone communication. In 1968 University

of Stanford created an educational television network, and in 1969 the Open Univer-

sity of London started to broadcast signals radio and television to teach. The Open

University of London inspired the creation of Spain’s National University of Distance

Education (UNED) in 1972 [5]. Since the 1990s, the networks communications and

the Internet has had a revolutionary impact on the distance education. From this pe-

riod, many universities have incorporated ICT into their teaching method in many

disciplines.
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In Control Engineering in particular, students need to acquire knowledge and skills

of control systems modeling in order to develop and test experiments. This requirement

represents a serious drawback for the distance learning process [6–8]. In this context,

the experiments must be adapted to be operated through the Internet [9–11]. At the

same time, the remote experiments can be complemented with a simulation of the

process. This kind of applications are known as virtual and remote laboratories. A

virtual laboratory simulates a model of the physical process, while a remote laboratory

provides access to the real physical process over the Internet. Simulation is a very

appropriate way of complementing control education, but, generally, it cannot replace

experimentation with the real plants. A simulation is only as good as the model is, and

a model is just an approximation which cannot reproduce every aspect of the process,

such as, for instance, unexpected non-linearities. In a remote laboratory, students can

gain access to the laboratory from a remote location that allows them to interact with

real experiments. They can change control parameters, run experiments and observe

the results. Furthermore, interactive experimentation on real-world plants is highly

motivating for students and also develops an engineering approach to solve realistic

problems.

In recent years, several research groups from different universities have implemented

platforms to develop virtual and remote laboratories [11–13]. Some of these platforms

combined very well known tools in Control Engineering (MATLAB/Simulink or Lab-

VIEW ). For example: MeRLab from the University of Leicester [14] and Telelabs from

the University of Western Australia [15]. While the University of Chattanooga deve-

loped some simulations for study the dynamic of the systems combining LabVIEW

with MATLAB/Simulink [16]. Another example is Automatic Control Telelab (ACT)

from the University of Siena [17], which uses mobile robots to develop experiments

with multi-agents systems. In Spain there are several research groups that are dedica-

ted to development of these kind of tools. For example in the University of Almeŕıa,

they developed a platform with LEGO robots to teach robotics [18, 19]. In the Univer-

sity of Alicante they developed the platform RobUALab [20, 21] for industrial robotics

experiments.
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Our institution, the Spanish National University of Distance Education (UNED)

offers distance education courses on Automation Control for as many as 300 students

every year. In our Department (DIA) several virtual and remote laboratories have been

developed to support the distance learning process [22–25]. This laboratories have been

joined to the platform AutomatL@bs [26], which is a network to share resources by 7

universities of Spain.

Objectives

The general objective of this research work is to design and to implement interactive

platforms to develop virtual and remote experimentation in the context of Automatic

Control and mobile robotics. To reach that, a virtual environment will be implemented.

This environment is a simulation and a remote control of each process that allow to

develop experiments in an interactive and easy way. The following are the specific

objectives of this thesis:

• To implement and develop a virtual laboratory to perform automatic control

experiments with the ball and hoop system.

• To implement and develop a control application to perform experiments with the

ball and hoop prototype.

• To integrate in an experimental platform the virtual and remote laboratories with

the ball and hoop system.

• To implement and develop a virtual laboratory to perform automatic control

experiments with the ball and plate system.

• To integrate the virtual and remote laboratories with the ball and plate system

in an interactive platform.

• To implement and develop a virtual laboratory to perform simulations of forma-

tion control of mobile robotics with obstacles avoidance.

• To implement and develop an experimental environment to perform experiments

of formation control of mobile robotics with obstacles avoidance.

• To implement and integrate the virtual and remote laboratories with mobile ro-

bots in an interactive platform.
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Structure of the Thesis

This work have been divided int two main parts: the first part consist in the pre-

sentation and description of the platform to perform laboratory practices of Control

Engineering. While the second part deals with the details of the platform for the deve-

lopment of laboratory practices with mobile robots. The work is divided in the following

chapters:

Chapter 1

This chapter describes a brief history of the distance education and its progressive

implementation in the Control Engineering Education field. Also a brief history of the

virtual and remote laboratories and the influence in the distance education learning

process. Some current examples of virtual and remote experimentation at different

universities are presented. The general and specific objectives are described and the

structure of the thesis is detailed. Finally, the main contributions of this research work

are presented (Journal and Conference Papers).

Chapter 2

This chapter describes the theoretical aspects of the systems used to build the au-

tomatic control platforms. Firstly the model and details of its dynamic are presented.

Also the experiments that can be performed with this system are described (hoop po-

sition control, ball position control, zeros of transmission, nonminimum phase behavior

and trajectories following). After that the identification process of the real plant is pre-

sented (parameters of the ball inside the hoop). Finally the parameters of the controller

used in the control loop are calculated. In the case of the platform for mobile robots,

firstly the technical details of the Moway and Surveyor SRV-1 robots are presented.

What follows are the details of its dynamic and position control. Also the experiments

that can be performed (1.- Master-Slaves formation control with obstacles avoidance;

2.- Leader-Followers formation control). Finally the details of the identification process

are presented.
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Chapter 3

This chapter describes the details of the virtual and remote laboratories developed

for the platforms. The description is based in an architecture (client-server) and inclu-

des all the analysis of the developed applications for all platforms. Special emphasis is

placed on the communication through Internet using the TCP protocol and the wire-

less communications between the robots. In all cases the source code of the developed

applications is described with detail. Finally, an analysis of the results is performed to

evaluate and validate the behavior of the platforms.

Chapter 4

In this chapter the obtained results with all platforms are presented and discussed.

Firstly the results with virtual application and the results with the remote applications.

In all cases the results are based on the experiments that can be performed with each

platform. Finally the practical aspects of each platform are discussed.

Chapter 5

In this chapter the general and specific conclusions are presented. Also the future

works of this research and finally, the improvements that can be developed to these

platforms.

Developed applications

The results of this doctoral thesis are four platforms to perform virtual and remote

experiments in an interactive easy use environment. The main purposes are educational

and have a great impact on control engineering education. The following platforms have

been developed:

• Platform to perform experiments of automatic control: It consists of a fully fun-

ctional powerful tool that provides a simulation of the systems as well as connec-

tion with a real plant that represents its control system through Internet.
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• Platform for mobile robot experiments: It consists of a virtual and remote labo-

ratory experiments available for formation control of mobile robots with obstacle

avoidance and multi-agent systems.

To develop these platforms some software applications have been designed and

implemented. These applications interact between them and with the hardware. The

components of the platforms are the following:

• Interactive simulation of the ball and hoop system developed with EJS. This

application is the client for this platform.

• Application to control the prototype of the ball and hoop system developed with

LabVIEW. This application is the server in this platform.

• Interactive simulation (3D) of the ball and plate system developed in EJS. This

application is the client for this platform.

• Communication interface between Java and Visual C# to communicate the client

application with the prototype of the ball and plate system.

• Simulator for experimentation with mobile robots formation control. This appli-

cation is the client of this platform.

• Application Moway Server to obtain and send the positions of the robots. This

application is the server in this platform.

• Source code that runs inside of each mobile robot. These applications are part of

the server in this platform.

• Communication interface between Java and Visual C# to communicate the si-

mulator with the Moway Server application.

• Client application of the platform for the Surveyor SRV-1 robots developed with

EJS. This application is the client of this platform.
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Conclusions

Students need to acquire concepts and skills of control systems in Control Enginee-

ring learning process. Often, these concepts are acquired through experiments perfor-

med in a traditional laboratory room. This requirement represents a serious drawback

for the distance education learning process. In this context virtual and remote labo-

ratories an important alternative to eliminate this disadvantage. However, the trans-

formation of traditional laboratories in remote laboratories is a complex task, due to

the limitations of the communications. This thesis describe the implementation of four

interactive platforms to carry out laboratory practices of automatic control and mobile

robotics through Internet. These platforms are based in a client-server architecture with

two operating modes: virtual and remote. The following applications and experiments

have been implemented during the development of this thesis:

1. The platform of the ball and hoop system allows performing the following experi-

ments: hoop position control, ball equilibrium point control, zeros of transmission,

and nominimum phase behavior. The components of the platform are described

as follows:

• Cliente BA-S is an EJS interactive simulation of the ball and hoop sys-

tem. This application can communicate via Internet with Servidor BA-S

application developed in MATLAB/Simulink.

• Servidor BA-S is an application developed with MATLAB/Simulink to con-

trol the prototype of the ball and hoop system through the data acquisition

card PCI-1711L of Advantech Corporation.

• Communication between these two application is established using the in-

terface JIM-Server, developed in the Departamento de Informática y Au-

tomática of the UNED.

2. The platform of the ball and plate system allows performing the following expe-

riments: position control of the ball, trajectories tracking (lineal, circular, square,

Lissajous). The components of the platform are described as follows:
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• Cliente BP-C is an EJS interactive simulation (3D) of the ball and plate

system. This application can communicate via Internet with Servidor BP-C

application developed in Visual C#.

• JIC-Server is an interface developed in Java and Visual C# to communicate

application developed using these two programing languages. This interface

is used to communicate Cliente BP-C with Servidor BP-C via Internet

using the TCP/IP protocol.

3. The platform of Moway robots allows performing the following experiments: po-

sition control of a robot in a point, obstacles avoidance, Master-Slaves formation

control of multi-agents systems. The components of the platform are described

as follows:

• Cliente MW is an interactive EJS application to simulate experiments with

mobile robotics. This application can communicate via Internet with Servi-

dor MW application using JIC-Server interface.

• Servidor MW is an application developed with Microsoft Visual C# to send

the positions of the camera to the robots.

• Source code to control the positions of the robots. This programs runs on

board in the robots.

4. The platform of the Surveyor SRV-1 robots allows performing the following ex-

periments: Leader-Followers formation control of mobile robots. The components

of the platform are described as follows:

• Cliente SRV is an EJS application to control the robots via Internet using

the TCP/IP protocol. This application communicate with the application

Servidor SRV using the interface JIM-Server.

• Servidor SRV is an application that “translate” the commands received

from Cliente SRV and send them to the robots.
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Future Works

Improvements and suggestion can be implemented in the different platforms from

the point of view of the operation and experiments. Some of these improvements are

described as follows:

1. The improvements that can be implemented in the platform of the ball and hoop

system are the following:

• The implementation of another kind of control such as Reset Control [27].

This kind of control introduces a non-linearity to the system. This non-

linearity allows to study the Limit Cycles phenomenon using the Descriptive

Function [28] and Poincaré Maps [29, 30].

• To use another methods to obtain the controller parameters, for example

Genetic Algorithms and Fuzzy Logic [31].

• To implement the augmented reality for this platform.

2. In the case of the platform of the ball and plate system the improvements that

can be implemented are the following:

• In the application Cliente BP-C the simulation can be implemented using

Java 3D. With this improvement the application can result more interesting

for the student from the visual point of view.

• The performance of the application Servidor BP-C can be improved to

reduce the delay of the communication via Internet. From the source code

point of view this may include the use of threats, timers, etc...

3. In the case of the platform of the Moway mobile robots, the improvements that

can be implemented are the following:

• The size of the data packet in the wireless communication with the robots

can be improved. Because this is a very strong limitation of this robots.

Maybe using another kind of wireless communication such as WIFI, the size

of the data packet can be bigger than the data packet of the RF communi-

cation.
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• To eliminate the acknowledgment (ACK ) in wireless communication of the

robots. With the default ACK the data traffic is affected.

• To add another camera on the celling of the laboratory to do bigger the

working area (arena) of the robots. This can allow another kind of formation

experiments that need more space.

4. In the case of the platform of the Surveyor SRV-1 mobile robots, the improve-

ments that can be implemented are the following:

• The main limitation in this platform is that robots can not communicate

between them with the current firmware. If this limitation could be elimi-

nated, another formation control experiments could be performed.

• These robots allow other hardware components, for example GPS. With

this different components, another kind of experiments may be carried out

to attracting the interest of the students.

In general for all platforms the controller could be implemented in the client side

to study the effects of the network delay in the control loop. Another interesting topic

that could be added to the platforms is the implementation of the event based control

communication to improve the data traffic of the platforms.
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